
IN COURT OF THE MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL:
      BONGAIGAON.

            M.A.C. CASE NO. 180/2012

1. Musstt. Hasina Bibi,
    W/O Lt. Mojamel Hoque.
2. Md. Mojibar Ali,
    S/O Lt. Najamuddin.  
3. Musstt. Momen Nessa,
    W/O Md. Mojibar Ali.   
4. Miss Morjina Khatun,
    D/O Lt. Mojamel Hoque.  
    Claimant No.4 is    represented     
    by her mother claimant No.1

                                                                  ........Claimants.
                  Vs.

1. The Divisional Manager, 
    National Insurance Co. Ltd., 
    Bongaigaon.   

               ...Insurer of  Vehicle No.AS-19/C-2280
    (Auto Rickshaw).
2.  Md. Nurul Hoque,

         S/O Md. Misiruddin Sk.
     Owner of vehicle No.AS-19/C-2280
     (Auto Rickshaw).
3.  Md. Nurul Hoque,
     S/O Md. Misiruddin,
     Driver of vehicle No.AS-19/C-2280
     (Auto Rickshaw).
4. The Divisional Manager, 
    National Insurance Co. Ltd., 
    Bongaigaon.   

               ...Insurer of  Vehicle No.AS-15/C-0763
    (Tractor).
5.  Sri Anukul Das,

         S/O Sital Das.
     Owner of vehicle No.AS-15/C-0763
     (Tractor).
6.  Md. Zakir Hussain,
     S/O Nur Mohammad,
     Driver of vehicle No.AS-15/C-0763
     (Tractor).             

                                      ....Opposite Parties.
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PRESENT :    Smt. I. Barman,
    Member, M.A.C.T.,
     Bongaigaon.

  Advocate for the claimants   :  Sri B. Ali Ahmed
  Advocate for opposite party No.1 & 4  : Smt. S. Karmakar
  Advocate for opposite party No. 5 & 6  : Sri P. Sarma

               
      

    Date of Argument : 29.01.2018
    Date of Judgment  : 23.02.2018

      JUDGMENT AND ORDER

1.      The claim case arose out of the petition preferred

U/S  166 of  the  Motor  Vehicle  Act,  1988  filed  by  the  claimants

claiming compensation from the Opposite Parties on account of death

of Mojamel Hoque in a motor vehicle accident. 

2.   Case  of  the  claimants  in  brief,  is  that,  on

09.06.2012, at  about 11:45 A.M Mojamel Hoque along with other

passengers was returning towards Patiladoha by the vehicle No. AS-

19/C-2280 (Auto Rickshaw), which was supposed to go to Sonaikola,

but in the mid way at Kushlaiguri village road, the driver of the auto

rickshaw driving in rash and negligent manner hit the tractor bearing

No.AS-15/C-0763 from back side,  as  a  result  of  which,  Mojamel

Hoque sustained grievous injuries. Immediately after the accident, he

was taken to Manikpur Civil Hospital and on being referred he was

taken to Lower Assam Hospital, Bongaigaon but the doctor declared
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him dead. The autopsy of the dead body was done at Bongaigaon

Civil Hospital. It is further contended that with regard to the accident,

Manikpur  P.S.  Case  No.117/12  U/S  279/337/338/304(A)  IPC  was

registered. At the time of accident deceased was 25 years old and left

behind his wife, parents and one minor child. It is also stated that

deceased was a cultivator and his  monthly income was Rs.9,000/-

P.M.  Hence,  prayed  compensation  of  Rs.  12,10,000/-  from  the

opposite parties.

3. In  response  to  the  notice,  opposite  party  No.1

the National Insurance Co. Ltd., the insurer of the vehicle No.  AS-

19/C-2280 (Auto  Rickshaw),  entered its  appearance and contested

the case by filing written statement contending inter alia that there is

no cause of action and the claim petition is barred by principles of

waiver,  acquiescence  and  estoppel  and  also  for  reasons  of

collusiveness  and violation of  policy conditions  by the  insured as

well as the claimants. Denying the rash and negligent driving on the

part of the driver of Auto Rickshaw, the answering opposite party put

the  claimants  to  make  strictest  proof  with  regard  to  the  alleged

accident, driving licence, route permit, tax payment receipt, fitness

certificate,  registration  certificate,  insurance  policy,  pollution  free

certificate  etc.  and  further  contended  that  non-appearance  of  the

insured,  the  driver  of  the  alleged  vehicle  in  the  present  claim

proceeding without any just cause and reason and their negligence or

failure  to  take  part  in  the  proceeding  will  be  sufficient  to  cause

apprehension of the answering opposite party No.1 that the insured

and the claimants are in collusion to have wrongful gain against the

answering  opposite  party  No.1.  It  is  also  pleaded  that  claimants'
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claim is  highly excessive.  In  this  premise,  the  answering opposite

party prayed to dismiss the claim. 

4. In spite of receipt of notice, opposite No. 2 and 3

the owner and driver of vehicle No. AS-19/C-2280 (Auto Rickshaw)

did not turn up. Hence, the case proceeded ex-party against them.

5. In response to the notice, opposite party No.4 the

National Insurance Co. Ltd., the insurer of the vehicle No. AS-15/C-

0763 (Tractor), entered its appearance and by filing written statement

pleaded that  there  is  no cause of  action,  the  claim petition is  not

tenable  in  law  and  the  claim  petition  is  barred  by  principles  of

waiver, acquiescence and estoppel. Denying the rash and negligent

driving  on  the  part  of  the  driver  of  the  Tractor,  the  answering

opposite party put the claimant to make strictest proof with regard to

the  alleged  accident,  driving  licence,  route  permit,  tax  payment

receipt,  fitness  certificate,  registration  certificate,  insurance  policy,

pollution  free  certificate  etc.  and  further  contended  that  non-

appearance of the insured, the driver of the alleged vehicle in the

present claim proceeding without any just cause and reason and their

negligence or failure to take part in the proceeding will be sufficient

to cause apprehension of the answering opposite party No.1 that the

insured  and the  claimants  are  in  collusion  to  have  wrongful  gain

against  the  answering  opposite  party  No.1.  It  is  also  pleaded that

claimants' claim is highly excessive. Therefore, prayed to dismiss the

claim.

6. Opposite party No.5 and 6 the owner and driver
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of the vehicle No.AS-15/C-0763 in written statement pleaded that the

driver of vehicle No. AS-15/C-0763 was coming from Kuslaiguri to

Patiladaha  Bazar  driving  the  said  vehicle  on  the  P.M.G Road  of

village Kuslaiguri  in  limited speed with care  and caution,  but  the

driver of the vehicle No.AS-19/C-2280 (Auto Rickshaw) suddenly

took the turning with maximum speed and hit on the right back side

of the tractor and caused the accident resulting death and injury to

some passengers of the said auto-rickshaw. It is further submitted at

the time of accident the vehicle No.AS-15/C-0763 was duly insured

and the driver of the vehicle i.e. opposite party No.6 also possessed a

valid driving licence. Hence, the insurance company is liable to pay

the compensation amount to the claimants, if any. 

7. On the  pleadings  of  the  parties,  the  following

issues are  formulated:-     

i. Whether the claimant No1's husband Mojamel

Hoque  died  in  motor  vehicle  accident  occurred  on  09.062012  at

Kushlaiguri Road due to rash and negligent driving of the vehicle

No. AS-19/C-2280 & AS-15/C-0763?

ii.  Whether  the  claimants  are  entitled  to

compensation, if so, to what extent and by whom it is payable?

8. In  course  of  trial,  the  claimant  side  examined

two witnesses  and  the  contesting  opposite  party  No.1  and  4  also

examined one witness. All the witnesses are cross examined by the

rival side. 

     

9. I  have  heard  argument  of  both  sides  and
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carefully gone through the evidence on record.                     

Issue No.i:

10. Claimant No.1 Musstt. Hasina Bibi, wife of the

deceased Mojamel Hoque has averred in the claim petition as well as

in  evidence  that  on  09.06.2012, at  about  11:45  A.M her  husband

Mojamel  Hoque  along  with  other  co-passengers  was  returning

towards  Patiladoha  by  the  vehicle  No.  AS-19/C-2280  (Auto

Rickshaw), which was supposed to go to Sonaikola but in the mid

way  at  Kushlaiguri  village  road,  the  driver  of  the  auto  rickshaw

driving in rash and negligent manner hit the tractor bearing No.AS-

15/C-0763  from  back  side,  as  a  result  of  which,  her  husband

Mojamel  Hoque sustained grievous injuries.  Immediately after  the

accident,  he  was  taken  to  Manikpur  Civil  Hospital  and  on  being

referred was taken to  Lower Assam Hospital,  Bongaigaon but  the

doctor declared him dead. The autopsy of the dead body was done at

Bongaigaon Civil Hospital. She also stated that with regard to the

accident,  Manikpur  P.S.  Case  No.117/12  U/S  279/337/338/304(A)

IPC was registered. She again stated that her husband was the sole

earner who earned Rs.9,000/- per month from cultivation. In support

of evidence, she proved the death certificate as Ext.1, certified copy

of order  dtd.  15.03.2014 passed in G.R No.260/12 as  Ext.2,  F.I.R

form as Ext.3, ejahar as Ext.4,  charge-sheet as Ext.5, post-mortem

report  as  Ext.6,  seizure  lists  as  Ext.7(1),  7(2),  7(3)  and  accident

information report as Ext.8. During cross she stated that her husband

was cultivator in occupation. She could not say, if due to overloading

the accident occurred.
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11. Claimants  side  also  examined  one  witness

Mojibar Ali claimant No.2 as PW2, who deposed that on 09.06.2012,

at about 11:45 A.M, his son Mojamel Hoque along with other co-

passengers was returning towards Patiladoha by the vehicle No. AS-

19/C-2280 (Auto Rickshaw), which was supposed to go to Sonaikola

but in the mid way at Kushlaiguri village road, the driver of the auto

rickshaw driving in rash and negligent manner hit the tractor bearing

No.AS-15/C-0763  from  back  side,  as  a  result  of  which,  his  son

Mojamel  Hoque sustained grievous injuries.  Immediately after  the

accident, his son was taken to Manikpur Civil Hospital and on being

referred was taken to Lower Assam Hospital, Bongaigaon where the

doctor declared his son as dead. During cross he stated that he had

not seen the accident. He heard that there was about 9 passengers in

the Auto Rickshaw. He denied the suggestion that due to overloading,

the accident occurred.

12. From the evidence of PWs and other documents

proved by the claimants side, it is clear that the deceased Mojamel

Hoque  died  due  to  the  motor  vehicle  accident  occurred  on

09.06.2012.  The  accident  information  report  Ext.8  issued  by

Manikpur Police Station reflects that on 09.06.2012 at about 11:45

A.M  an  accident  occurred  on  Kushlaiguri  involving  the  vehicle

bearing  No.  AS-19/C-2280  (Auto  Rickshaw) wherein  Mojamel

Hoque was shown as deceased.  The PWs categorically stated that

when the deceased Mojameal Hoque was returning from Patiladoha

along  with  co-passengers  by  the  vehicle  No.AS-19/C-2280  (Auto

Rickshaw),  in  the  mid-way at  Kushlaiguri  village road,  the  driver

driving the auto in rash and negligent manner hit the Tractor bearing
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No.AS-15/C-0763  from  back  side,  as  a  result  of  which  Mojamel

Hoque sustained injuries and died on the same day of accident. With

regard  to  the  accident,  Manikpur  P.S.  Case  No.  117/2012  U/S

279/337/338/304 (A) IPC was registered. During cross nothing could

be  elicited  regarding  rashness  and  negligence  of  the  offending

vehicle  concerned.  In  F.I.R  Ext.4  also,  it  is  alleged  that  the  auto

rickshaw at the time of crossing the Tractor, which was coming from

opposite direction, hit the Tractor on its backside. From the above

evidence of PWs, both oral and documentary, it appears to me that

there  was  rash  and  negligence  on  the  part  of  the  driver  of  the

offending vehicle bearing No.AS-19/C-2280 (Auto Rickshaw).  The

opposite parties did not adduce any rebuttal evidence regarding rash

and negligent driving of the offending vehicle concerned. In view of

the above evidence of the PWs, I am of the opinion that the accident

took  place  at  Kushlaiguri  village  road  due  to  rash  and  negligent

driving of  the offending auto-rickshaw bearing No. AS-19/C-2280

and the deceased died due to the injury sustained by him in the said

accident.  Accordingly,  this  issue  is  decided  in  favour  of  the

claimants.  

Issue No. ii

13. This  issue  relates  to  the  entitlement  of  the

claimants for compensation and extent thereof as well as liability of

the opposite parties to pay such compensation.

14. In  view of  my foregoing  finding,  I  am of  the

opinion that the deceased died in a motor vehicle accident who left

behind  his  wife  Rita  Barman,  one  minor  daughter  and  parents.
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Therefore, claimant No.1, 3 and 4 being wife, mother and daughter

of the deceased are entitled to compensation.  Now, coming to the

quantum of compensation Ext.6, the post-mortem report reflects that

the  age  of  the  deceased was 25 years  at  the  time of  accident.  In

absence of any other document, the age of the deceased is taken 25

years and hence, multiplier would be '18' for ascertaining the loss of

dependency.  Regarding  income,  the  evidence  of  the  PWs  is  that

deceased was a cultivator and earned Rs.9,000/- per month. But no

document  is  proved  in  that  respect.  In  such  circumstances,  the

monthly income of the deceased is taken as Rs.4,000/- per month.

Further the deceased was below 30 years of old hence, 40% is to be

added as future prospect. Further the deceased left behind his wife,

minor daughter and mother as dependents at the time of his death.

Hence, 1/3rd of the income of the deceased is to be deducted towards

his living and personal expenses. Moreover, claimants are entitled to

an  amount  of  Rs.40,000/-  as  loss  of  consortium,   an  amount  of

Rs.15,000/-  as  loss  of  estate  and  an  amount  of  Rs.  15,000/-  is

awarded for funeral expenses. 

15. The  aforesaid  calculation  is  shown  in  tabular

form as under:-

Sl. No. HEADS CALCULATION

(i) Monthly income Rs. 4,000/-

(ii) Addition of 40% for future prospect Rs. 5,600/- (4,000 + 40%)

(iii) Annual income Rs. 67,200/-  (5,600 x 12)

(iv) Loss of dependency (67,200 x 18) Rs. 12,09,600/-

(v) Loss of consortium Rs. 40,000/-
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(vi) Loss of estate Rs. 15,000/-

(vii) Funeral expenses Rs. 15,000/-

Total Rs. 12,79,600/-

       

16. Regarding liability,  contesting  opp.  Party  No.1

and  4  examined  DW1  Shri  Sukhendu  Das  Senior  Assistant  of

National Insurance Co. Ltd., who stated that going through the policy

No.200700/31/11/6300002572 valid from 11.02.2012 to 10.02.2013

the insurance policy of vehicle No. AS-19/C-2280 (Auto Rickshaw),

it is found that the seating capacity of the vehicle in question is 1 + 3

i.e. one for driver and three for passenger but as per ejahar Ext.4, the

offending vehicle carried 8 / 9 numbers of person at the relevant time

of alleged accident. Hence, there was overloading and thus the owner

and driver of the alleged vehicle have violated its permit as well as

Section  149(2)  of  M.V  Act.  He  further  stated  that  the  accident

occurred due to overloading of the aforesaid vehicle  and as  such,

insurance  company  is  not  liable  to  pay  any  compensation  to  the

claimants.  He  proved.  Ext.A,  the  authorization  issued  by  the

Divisional  Manager  of  National  Insurance  Co.  Ltd.,  Bongaigaon,

Ext.B,  the  certified  copy  of  policy  No.200700/31/11/6300002572

and Ext.C the compared copy with original of information regarding

route permit of the vehicle No.AS-19/C-2280 (Auto Rickshaw) by

the DTO, Bongaigaon dtd. 28.07.2016. During cross he stated that

the surveyor and investigator have submitted their report in the case.

He denied the suggestion that due to rash and negligence the accident

occurred.  Though,  the  opposite  party  No.1  took  the  plea  of

overloading  but  there  is  no  evidence  that  due  to  overloading  the
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accident occurred. On the other hand, it is in the evidence that the

driver  of  the  Auto  Rickshaw  by  driving  the  vehicle  in  rash  and

negligent manner hit the Tractor from back side and charge sheet was

also filed against the driver of the Auto Rickshaw. 

17. In view of the above, I am of the considered opinion

that opposite party No.1, the insurer of Auto Rickshaw i.e. National

Insurance  Co.  Ltd.  bearing  policy  No.200700/31/11/6300002572

which was valid upto 11.12.2013 is liable to pay the compensation to

the claimants. Issue No.(ii) is decided accordingly.

                              

 O    R   D    E    R

18. In the result, the claim petition is allowed on contest.

Opposite party No. 1 the National Insurance Co. Ltd. is directed to

pay the amount of Rs. 12,79,600/- (Rupees twelve lac seventy nine

thousand six hundred) only to the claimants with interest @ 6% p.a.

from  the  date  of  filing  evidence  i.e.  from  05.01.2017  till  its

realization. Out of the awarded amount an amount of Rs.3,00,000/-

shall be fixed deposited in the name of claimant No.4 Miss Morjina

Khatun, the minor daughter of the deceased till she attains majority

in  any  public  sector  bank  nearest  to  her  residence.  Moreover,  an

amount of Rs.3,00,000/- be given to claimant No.3 Musstt. Momen

Nessa, the mother of the deceased.  The Opp. Party No.1, is directed

to pay the said amount  through this Tribunal within 2 (two) months

from the date of passing of the order.

19. Let a copy  of  the  judgment  be  transmitted  to  the
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opposite party No.1 for  information and necessary action.

20. Given under my hand and the seal of this Tribunal on

this 23rd day of February, 2018.

     (I. Barman)
        Member, MACT
             Bongaigaon  .
Dictated and corrected by me,      

   
           (I. Barman)
       Member, MACT
           Bongaigaon  .

          
   *************


